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REFACTR PLATFORM

- Radically simple, **easy to use** platform
- **Low Code**, Drag and Drop
- **Marketplace/Catalog** to easily shareable between content producers, e.g. vendors
- Plug and play with existing technologies to provide **turn key** and immediate value
- Integrates **business process and security** together
- Designed for **collaboration** with built in **multi-tenancy** from Day 1
WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT?

- **EASY TO USE FOR ANY TECHNICAL STAFF**
  Our radically simple platform provides a low-code approach for existing IT professionals and security engineers to automate almost any process in an elegant and efficient way.

- **ORCHESTRATES TECHNICAL & BUSINESS PROCESSES**
  Prevent silos by implementing end-to-end processes that integrate technical and business systems in a single platform to deliver IT as Code solutions in an agile and repeatable approach.

- **PROVIDES A SHAREABLE CATALOG OF VENDOR CONTENT**
  Out of the box vendor integrations through automation pipelines leveraging the most common tools and processes by organizations.
REFACTR IN THE DEVSECOPS LANDSCAPE

USE THESE EXISTING OPEN SOURCE DEVOPS & SECURITY TOOLS

TO CREATE TURN-KEY VENDOR AUTOMATION PIPELINES
EXAMPLE PIPELINE: IaC + SECURITY

- **Notifications**: Notify team that infrastructure deployment has started.
- **Infrastructure as Code**: IaC is pulled from git, executed, and tested.
- **Configuration Management**: Scripts and tools configure the systems and applications.
- **Security Benchmarks**: Scan for and remediate security issues. Produce a compliance report.
- **Notifications**: Notify team that everything is ready. Push configs to CMDB.

**Automation Tools**
- **Web API**: ServiceNow, Slack, AWS, Azure, Docker, CIS-CAT Pro, Slack

**External Services**
- **Web API**: ServiceNow, Slack
HOW TO CONTACT US

https://refactr.it

@refactrit

https://www.linkedin.com/company/refactr/

https://fb.me/refactrit